Short Leyton Obsessional Inventory-Child Version (SLOI-CV)
This form is about how you might have been feeling or acting recently. For each item please tick the box that
best describes how often you have felt or acted in this way over the past two weeks. If a sentence was true about
you all the time over the past two weeks, tick ‘Always’. If it was true most of the time, tick ‘Mostly’. If it was
only sometimes true, tick ‘Sometimes’. If you never felt like that over the past 2 weeks, tick ‘Never’.

Always

Mostly

Some-

Never

times
1.

I felt I had to do things in a certain way, like counting or
saying special words, to stop something bad from
happening.

2.

I had trouble finishing my homework or other jobs
because I had to do things over and over again.

3.

I hated dirt and dirty things.

4.

I had a special number that I counted up to, or I felt I
had to do things just that number of times.

5.

I often felt guilty or bad about things I had done even
though no one else thought I had done anything wrong.

6.

I worried about being clean enough.

7.

I moved or talked in a special way to avoid bad luck.

8.

I worried a lot if I did something not exactly the way I
liked.

9.

I was fussy about keeping my hands clean.

10. I had special numbers or words that I said because I
hoped they kept bad luck or bad things away.
11. I kept on thinking about things that I had done because I
wasn’t sure that they were the right things to do.
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Amendments to wording for the Short Leyton Obsessional Inventory-Child Version (SLOI-CV)

Original LOI-CV wording

SLOI-CV wording

I felt I had to do certain things even though I knew I

I felt I had to do things in a certain way, like

didn’t really have to (like having to count the steps

counting or saying special words, to stop something

as I went up them). I felt something bad would

bad from happening.

happen if I didn’t.

I had trouble finishing my schoolwork or other jobs

I had trouble finishing my homework or other jobs

because I had to do something over and over again.

because I had to do things over and over again.

I had a special number that I liked to count up to or I

I had a special number that I counted up to, or I had

had to do things just that number of times.

to do things just that number of times.

I often felt guilty because I had done something even

I often felt guilty or bad about things I had done

though no one else thought it was bad.

even though no one else thought I had done anything
wrong.
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